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Principles and-Methods of Neutron Interferometry

By U. Bonse

Institut fvir Physik, University of Dortmund,

West Germany.

The merits of Angstrom range interferometry with neu-

trons are briefly outlined. The energy (wavelength)range

which is accessable with the triple Laue case (LLL) cry-

stal interferometer is estimated, assuming a neutron

source with flux characteristics similar to that of the

HPR at Grenoble. It appears that a range in E from roughly

2.3meV to 8.2eV (As 62 to 0.12) can be covered with LLL

interferometers manufactured of presently available per-

fect crystals of silicon. Within this range there exist

a number of scattering resonances which to investigate

interferometrically seems worth while. The attainable

resolution AE/E is estimated to be at least 10~" for

E < 900meV and 2x10~ above.

The essentials of zero absorption Bragg diffraction

optics of the neutron LLL interferometer are described.

Virtues and weaknesses of different LLL geometries are

discussed. The influence of geometrical aberrations, of

strain and of positional instabilities are surveyed.

Aspects of coherent scattering length measurements and

of neutron phase topography are discussed.

1. General Aspects of Angstrom Range Interferometry
•a

Suppose in a scattering experiment the state i|i of the probing

(incident) beam is altered by some interaction W to W'̂ . A typical

task then would be to determine W which in principle contains all

the relevant properties of the scatterer. Since neither i|i nor

Vty are physical observables themselves the determination of W is

not trivial.
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Of special Interest is the case of zero absorption within the

sample because then the intensity of the incident beam is not '

altered in the scattering process and nothing about W can be

learned from simple intensity measurements of the forward scattered

beam with and without interaction W. in more specific language,

zero absorption corresponds to W being an unitary operator which

can be written as W= exp {i J) with $ hermitian. Hence

I = / (W*)*(Wi|>)dT = / iji*i|idT = 1 (1)

The essential idea in interferometry then is to circumvent the

dropping out of W from the measurement by a coherent superposition

of Wi|i and ip (or some coherent wave derivative of ty) and then measure

the intensity of the composed wave(s):

I + = -̂  / (Wi(i±*)*(Wi(»±ii») dr = 1±<cos$> (2)

The expectation values of $ contain the properties of S.

As examples of unitary interactions W we mention

(a) the interaction of a plane parallel plate of thickness D

of homogenous material of refractive index n with a neutron

wave of wavelength X

W = exp (i<p)

q> = 2irD (n-1
(3)

(b) the spinor rotation of a neutron when it passes through

a homogenous magnetic field of strength £ over a flight

time T

3 =
exp (-iff • a/2)

(4)

where a is the Pauli spin vector and y the gyromagnetic ratio.
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With light waves, interferometry is an old and very well established

art. With the advent of optical lasers (Maiman, 1960) light inter-

ferometry expanded to holography (Gabor, 1948; Leith & Upatnieks,

1962), an almost famous technique by now in which also deviated,

scattered waves are superimposed with coherent reference waves.

The essential feature in including deviated scattered waves is

that in the hologram the total information about the spacial

structure of the scatterer is also recorded. Thus not only bulk

properties of homogenous samples are measured but images are formed

of locally varying properties of structured objects. It clearly is

very desirable to extend these techniques down to the Angstrom

range of wavelength, i.e. to electron rays, X-rays and thermal

neutrons. For one, the study of the various typical interactions

of Angstrom waves with solids, fluids, molecules, atoms and may

be subatomic particles is promoted by the reknownd accuracy and

extreme sensitivity of interferometric methods. Secondly, if

holography would become feasable at that wavelength range, "the

problem of phase determination in structure investigations was

solved in general.

With neutrons (as with X-rays) the difficulties of beam handling,

i.e. coherent splitting and recombining, arise from the wellknown

fact that for these radiations the refractive index of all materials

is very close to one. Nevertheless the first neutron interferometer

(Maier-Leibnitz & Springer, 1962) employed successfully a biprism

for beam recombination. The biprism neutron interferometer however

suffered from too little separation of the interfering beams (of

the order of 60pm) so that when samples were placed in the beams

phase measurements were difficult if not impossible (Landkammer,

1966).

Beam handling is far less difficult, if Bragg diffraction by per-

fect crystals is used, a technique first employed with X-rays

(Bonse & Hart,1965). With the simplest design,the so called LLL
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type, Laue case diffraction by three crystal wafers behind each

other (Fig. 1) is serving for beam splitting (S),beam bending

(M) and beam superposition (A). However also mere Bragg type

(BBB) and mixed Bragg-Laue type (LBBL) interferometers have been

.operated with X-rays (Bonse & Hart, 1966; 1968).

In the first perfect crystal neutron interferometer (Rauch, Treimer

& Bonse, 1974; Bauspiess, Bonse, Rauch & Treimer, 1974) the know-

how obtained with LLL X-ray interferometers was transfered to the

neutron case. Here we restict ourselves to LLL neutron interfero-

meters. Aspects of other crystal neutron interferometers are

discussed in the contribution by W. Graeff

Further details on Angstrom interferometry in general may be

found in the five reviews which have been written on the subject

up to now (Bonse, 1969? 1975; Hart,1971; 1975;Bonse & Graeff,

1977).

There are at least three variations of the LLL interferometer

(Fig. 1): the symmetric (a), the asymmetric (b), and the skew-

symmetric version (c). Depending on the particular task to be

solved each of the three types may have its own advantages over

the other two.

2. Wavelength Range of Crystal Interferometers

2.1 Geometrical Restrictions

Bragg diffraction by perfect crystals is wellcomed in that it

facilitates the coherent splitting of Angstrom waves and their

deviation about large angles. At the same time, however, it in-

troduces a mostly unwanted but principially unavoidable corre-

lation G (X) between the deviation angle 2© and the wavelength X

which is expressed by Bragg's law mX - 2d sin 0,where d is the

Bragg plane spacing of the particular reflection employed.
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Fig. 1a-c. Beam paths in different LLL neutron interferometers;

beam smearing by Borrmann fans reglected.

(a) symmetric, (b) asymmetric, (c) skewsyinmetric.

S splitter, M mirror, A analyzer crystal. S, M and

A stand up on a common base and are integral parts

of a highly perfect single crystal. With such

monolithic designs stability is easier maintained.

Polylithic interferometers have been operated with

X-rays.
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For interferometry and holography the realization of the

Angstrom waves analog to the optical (semitransparent) mirror

which is capable to reflect at a given angle 20 any wavelength

would be extremely valuable. But - as is wellknown - this is

so far possible only near grazing incidence, implying 20 angles

of a few degrees at the most. Angstrom interferometers based

on the use of grazing incidence mirrors are thus bound to have

limited separation of interfering beams, similar to the biprism

version mentioned above.

V t

The restriction imposed by Bragg's law has (at least) the
following consequences:

(a) intensity loss with ordinary 0(X)-uncorrelated (reactor beam
hole) or not suitably G(X)-correlated (neutron guide tube,
mosaic fore crystal) incident beams.

(b) X-dispersion of beam geometries which with certain inter-
ferometer types results in "defocussing" and loss of inter-
ference contrast, at least as long as sources with extreme
time and space coherence (lasers) do not exist for Angstrom
wavelengths,

(c) limitation of the accessable X-range.

The last point is closely linked with the lattice parameter of
available raw crystals of sufficient perfection. So far all neu-
tron interferometers were cut from silicon.

The perfection of crystals ordinarily supplied from crystal growers.
can be judged with high order double crystal topography or, more
directly, by making a very short LLL sample interferometer of the
crystal rod under consideration (Bohse, Graeff & Materlik, 1976).
Sufficiently perfect crystals of up to 8 cm diameter with usually
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<100> growth direction can be purchased from Wacker-Chemitronic,

Munich.

With silicon crystals of this size and orientation the following

limits of the usable X-range can be estimated.

maximum X:

Using the largest possible Bragg spacing of the silicon lattice

(111 with d = 3.135&) and assuming a maximum Bragg angle 0 of

73° we obtain X± 68 or a neutron energy E > 2.3meV. The actual

dimensions of such an interferometer with 0 = 73° are given in

Fig. 2a. The assumed symmetry facilitates the measurement of a

pair of samples of reasonable size, as indicated in Fig. 2a.

A skewsymmetric version at 9 = 73° is shown in Fig. 2b. Asymmetry

of ray paths appears generally to be disadvantageous with large 0.

minimum Ai

The angular acceptance of the crystal

2

A&
2 b c N -
ir sin 20

-M (5)

decreases with x and hence results in too little intensity below
-Ma certain X. b is the coherent scattering length, e " the Debye-

Waller factor, and N the number of atoms ber unit volume.To some

extent the decreasa of A0 with X can be compensated by making 0

small, i.e. by choosing not too high reflecion orders. Similarly,

as can be seen from Table 1, where e

Table 1

-M is listed for some

' hkl

e-M
111

0.9885

22O

0.9696

400

0.9402

422

0.9116

440

O.8S4O

444

0.8311

660

0.7579

844

0.6907

880

0.6109

1212O

0.3299

16160

O.1391

reflections .hkl,orders higher than about 880 should not be taken
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[111]

1cm
[001]

Fig. 2a-b. Possible neutron interferometers for E = 2.3meV

(X=6i?); 0=73°; 111 reflection: cut from a silicon

crystal with 8cm diaoetar and <001> growth direction.

Wafers 0.5 to 1.5mm thick and up to 40mm high.

(a) symmetric version with a pair of samples S^. Sj

S., S, are synchronously rotated.for b measurement.

With the geometry shown# between extreme sample orien-

tations, about l O.Scm change of effective pathlength

in the sample material can be accomplished, which

corresponds to 100 interference orders for a typical

tj"=O. Imm.

(b) shewsymmetric version; at the expense of thinner

samples a wider neutron beam is realized. The sense

of rotation has to be opposite for the samples.
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because than e also becomes to small. On the other hand, for

having good separation of•interfering beams, 0 should not be less

than, say, about 6°. As a compromise for the limit we choose

0 = 6 ° and the 880 reflection. This gives roughly X >_ 0.1& or

neutron energy E <_ 8.18eV.

The actual dimensions of an interferometer with 0 = 6 ° can be

found in Fig. 3. As samples a pair of equal wedges could be

employed which would be scanned in the manner indicated in Fig. 3.

From the foregoing it follows that a wavelength range between

0.1& and 68, or an energy range between 8.2eV and 2.3meV is in

principal accessable with a silicon LLL interferometer.

With germanium about the same ranges could be covered. At present

it seems not likely that suitable crystals of other materials be-

come available.

2.2 Intensity Considerations

Apart from geometrical restrictions implied by Bragg's law there

is also the mentioned limitation that the angular acceptance 40

in the horizontal plane of the interferometer crystal is becoming

too small, which, combined with the falling specific flux

2

gxt^ 5_ [n cm" s sterad" ] (i.e. mormalized for A-resolution

AX/X) of reactor sources may result in too low intensities at

short wavelengths.

In the following we give a raw estimate of the maximum neutron

flux rac
[n cm s ] which an actual interferometer would accept

from a neutron beam of the Grenoble high flux reactor as a function

of X and for two given X-resolutions, namely AX/X = 5 x 1O

' respectively. The results are presented(= *ao-j) and 10~ (5
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Fig. 3 Possible neutron Interferometer for E=8.2ev (x=o.l5?)s
0=6°, 880 reflection; cut from a silicon crystal 5cm
in diamter, Mem long and with growth direction <OO1>
or

H

Wafers 1.5 to 2mm thick and up to 20mm high. The wafers should
not be thinner because at O.lX &e=1.3mm for silicon. See
Sec. 3.3 for optimized values of ts, t^, tR at short wave-
length.

The sample consists of a pair of wedges W., W- which is
traversed in the manner Indicated* The maximum effective
change of pathlength in the material is about ± 0.5cm.
Note that with wedges a complete separation of interfering
beams is not necessary.

M

b

1001] or [111]

•[110]

W,

1 cm

- i
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in Table 2.

For the estimate we assume that for all X the acceptance A0 is

essentially determined by the cryr, -.al and does not depend on

whether a neutron guide is interposed between the source and

the interferometer or not. This implies that the guide's re-

flection range is generally equal or larger than A© which is

true in most cases. Furthermore, if An = A?AO with AC the ver-

independently of X.

ste-

-2

rn"2 s-1 r 1

tical divergence, we approximate A5 ~ 10

Under these assumptions we use the

radian"1] flux data calculated by Ageron (1972) for the hot, ther- .

mal, and cold source beam holes of the Grenoble reactor (bottom

row of Table 2) .. For a particular X, the estimate is made with

the source giving the highest flux. Also, only the favourable

combinations of reflection orders hkl and Bragg angles © are

considered (second and third row respectively). The horizontal

divergence A0 (fifth row) was calculated for silicon with b =

4.15 x 10~ cm, with the lattice parameter a = 5.4305A, and

the Debye Waller factors of Table 1.

As is seen from Table 2, over the X-range 6? to 0.1A*, AS decreases

by more than a factor of 2000. Nevertheless from the magnitude of

the estimated accepted fluxes $ .., <f>ac2 (sixth and seventh row,

respectively), we conclude that down to 0.38 (0.91eV) interferometry

appears to be feasable at even such high a resolution as
—4 o —2

iVX = 5 x 10 . Below 0 . 3 A AX/X = 10 appears to be attainble.

The present measurements at Grenoble(Bauspiess, Bonse & Rauch, 1978)

have been performed at a thermal neutron guide with 19 km radius

of curvature and X = 1.88. At about AX/X = 10~2 the flux accepted

by a 220 silicon fore crystal was measured to abou_ 5.6 x 10 n
—7 -1

cm " s which is roughly one quarter of the calculted value found

in Table 2 at X = 2.8. A reduction against the expected flux values

of this order of magnitude seems to be quite typical for neutron

guide tubes. But even with a factor of four reduction the main
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arguments of the estimate presented here remain valid.

In the epithermal region spallation sources are expected to

give a higher flux than even a high flux reactor. Hence, below

0.3S, a spallation source is probably better suited for interfero-

metry than the HFR.

2.3 Importance of Wide Wavelength Range for Neutron

Interferometry

The energy range covered by- the crystal neutron interferometer

contains many scattering and absorption resonances. Therefore,

a main application for energy scanned interferometry appears

at present to be to measure the drastically change in the scatte-

ring occuring at resonances within a small energy band. As the

scattering is determined by a potential and a resonance term the

relative phase of these termes can be measured. From the measured

phase shift the resonance parameters and the superposition of

various resonances can be determind. While in the thermal region

the ratio of the coherent and incoherent scattering is rather

constant, in the resonance region a marked energy dependence is

expected. Suitable scattering resonances are e.g. at 0.8 and

2.31eV in Bismuth. Absorption resonances with a significant

scattering contribution occur at 1.457eV in Indium or at 1.058eV

in Hafnium.

3. Bragg Diffraction Optics of LLL Neutron Interferometers

In crystal interferometers, for the coherent splitting of beams

and their subsequent superposition essential use of the combined

dynamical diffraction by several perfect crystals (beam splitter S,

mirror M, analyzer A) is made. At least for X-rays, the dynamical

theory of diffraction by a single, perfect crystal has been worked

out thouroughly many years ago (Ewald, 1916, 1917; v. Laue, 1931).

A recent presentation of the theory including also some experiments

is given by Pinsker (1978).
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The combined, diffraction by ŝ vjĝ aj. perfect crystals was treated

much later, mostly for the direct interpretation of specific

experimental results already at hand (Bonse & Hart, 1965b; 1969;

Authier, Milne & Sauvage, 1968; Bonse & te Kaat, 1971; Bauspiess,

Bonse & Graeff, 1976;petrascheck, 1976; Petrascheck * Folk, 1976;

Bonse & Graeff, 1977; Graeff & Bonse, 1977). With-diffraction

by just one crystal plate the only essential geometric parameter

entering the results is the plate thickness t. with more than one

crystal not only more than one thickness t but also relative

positions, relative orientations and, may be, differences in the

lattice parameters of the various crystals can influence the re-

sult in a more or less complicated manner.

Por simplicity we will assume that all diffracting crystals have

exactly the same lattice parameter and, for the LLL interferometer

to be solely discussed here, -also precisely the same orientation,

although in practice, these assumptions are seldom strictly

justified, manily because of the presence of strains due to

residual lattice defects which frequently cause a "buildt-in"

• phase pattern to be observed in the empty interferometer.

A special feature with neutrons is zero absorption in silicon

(as in most other materials), implying that both dynamical wave-

fields, i.e. the one with antinodes (type 1) and the one with

nodes (type 2) on the atomic planes have to be taken into account.

As a result, with zero absorption, as will be seen, conditions

for good fringe contrast are usually more difficult to maintain.

3.1 Plane Wave Treatment of Diffraction in the LLL

Interferometer

Since there exist no laser neutron sources, in most experiments

we are not dealing with strictly plane incident waves. Nevertheless

it is worth whi3s to discuss the results of a plane wave theory,

manily because of two resons:
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(a) The plane wave treatment is not really-complicated and
yet:helps very much to understand the rather involved
case of arbitrary incident waveforms.

(b) The s>lution for the spherical incident wave may be
obtained by Fourier-composition of plane wave solutions.

We introduce so-called transmission coefficients (Sauspiess,

Bonse & Graeff, 1976);

<mljln>p = (6)

for the amplitude ratio of the incoming wave D and of the out-
going wave D® via wavefield j (j = 1,2) in the Laue diffraction
by a plate P (Fig. 4 }.n, m = 0 or H depending whether the wave
is directed in the forward or in the diffracted direction, res-
pectively. The amplitude D e of the whole interferometer resulting
from an incident wave D^ may then easily be calculated by applying
(6) consecutively at S, M and A and over both interfering beam
paths I and II. Defining the transition factor for the complete
LLL interferometer as

(Dn/Dm}LLL E

we obtain {m, n = 0,H)

(7)

<m!LLLln> = I [<mIi!o>c<olj!H>M
i,j,k=1,2 s M i

+ <mIiIH>q<HIjIO>M <OlkIn>ajMII A

(8)

In equation (8) the first part is the contribution via path I and
the second part that via path II. We see that a total of 16 plane
waves is contributing to either outgoing beam O and H.

We will not discuss analytical expressions of <mljln> or of

<mILLLIn> but shall rather illustrate their complexity by com-
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. Fig. 4 Comparision of optical reflection and beam splitting

(right) with the same processes for neutrons by perfect

crystal diffraction (left).
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pairing them with the corresponding factors occuring at the semi-
reflecting glas plate when it is used for amplitude splitting of
light beams {Fig. 4 ).

In the neutron case, transmitted and reflected intensities ocsil-
late rapidly with only fractions of arcseconds incident angle
variation (Fig. 5). Furthermore with the incident angle fixed
to the center of the diffraction range similar oscillations
occur with a variation of the plate thickness t where the ex-
tinctionlength A is the oscillation period (= 64nm for
X a 2 S, y = 0, and the silicon 220 reflection). For the
symmetric Laue case is

ir c o s
D. F-n n

e
A]

v c
h 1

where V is the volume of the unit all. D, is the Debye-Waller
factor, F^ is the structure factor, and y is the usual parameter
describing the point within the reflection range which extends
from y = - 1 t o y = + 1 ; in the center y = 0. The oscillation is
wellknown as Pendellosung. It is antiphase *n the two outgoing
beams. On the contrary, with light the outgoing intensities vary
only very slowly with incident angle, and can be made not at all
to vary with plate thickness.

As is to be expected from the plane wave single plate diffrac-
tion, also the corresponding ccnbined diffraction by S, M, and
A displays a complicated oscillatory structure. The situation
for a special case, namely for the outgoing 0-beam and when

10&. (ts, tM, t A thickness of S, M, A, respecti-
vely) is shown in Fig. 6. Two other examples are shown in Fig. 7
* A * *H

(t = 7.75Ao,s = t A = 10.25&Q = t M = 10.5AQ) and Fig. 8 (tg =

tM = 15.5Ao). Note in Fig. 7 the strong peak in the center

and the fast decrease of t*». wings. A strong center peak

is also obtained in Fig. 8, where the special geometry

- 13 -
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Fig. 5 Piano wave transmission (KO111CO + <OI2|OI>I}2 and reflec-
tion (KOt1IH> + <OI2IH>!)2 curves for a single crystal plate;
zero absorption, y = * 1 corresponds to the diffraction ran-
range, e.g. * 1.2scc of arc with X=2R neutrons and the s i l i -
con 220 reflection. Mote the PendellBsungsoscillations; 0 and
H-bcam ara antiphase.

rr
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1=10.0

V 1

0 2 y = 3

Pig. 6 Plane wave transmission curve for a LLL combination with

tg =-tjj = tA = 1°
a
e- Note the plateau of the envelope when

compared with the upper curve of Fig. 5.
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-3 -2 0 2 y = :

F|c|. 7 as Fig. 6 but t. - 10.25* 10,54 , the optimized

values according to sec. 3,3. Most of the intensity is in

the center penk. Note the faster fall-off of the wings and

nlso, that the envelope no longer has a plateau.

-3 n
L A 0 2 y = 3

Fig 8 Similar to Fig. 7 but 2ts = 2tA = tH = 15.5&O, i.e. the

focrusinn geometry corresponding to the spherical wave

curve of the inset of Fig. 12.
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tM a t_ = t. is realized. From the spherical wave or ray
M w A

discussion below it is found that with this geometry a special

focussing of beams occurs.

3.2 Spherical Wave Treatment of Diffraction in the

LLL-Interferometer

Contrary to the case of an incident plane wave where a single

point or a pair of single points on the dispersion surface is

excited, an incident wave packet generally causes the coherent

excitation of a certain range of the dispersion surface. We

assume incident spherical waves, i.e. completely uniform excita

tion of the whole dispersion surface. Following the treatment

of the spherical wave diffraction by a single crystal plate as

developed by Kato (1961,1968) we use the Fourier expansion of

the incident spherical wave packet

(9)

From (9) we obtain the diffracted wave packet B*T (r,t) behind the
1

interferometer by multiplying the plane wave components D^ with

the corresponding interferometer transition factors <m!LLLIn> in

integral:

2 - k 2 ] " 1/du[K2-k2]"16{(l)-tl)o)<mlLLLIn

m

(10)

Again, for quantitative expressions we refer to the literature

(Bauspiess, Bonse & Graeff, 1976; Petrascheck & Folk, 1976;

Bonse & Graeff, 1977) and give a qualitative discussion of the

interferometer diffraction with spherical waves.

The discussion is very much simplified if we assume a point source

and consider only the plane which is defined by S and K . We call
o n.

- 14 -
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this plane the \7, w-plane and let the source also ly in that

plane.

Then, for a fixed X, rays which are diffracted by the interferome-

ter illuminate a narrow line of width w = RA0 normal to the V,

w-plane on the entrance surface of the splitter crystal. With

typical values, R = 10m, AG = 10 (Table 2 ) , we have w =10ym

or practically zero when compared with a typical lamella thick-

ness t = 0-5 to 4mm. Hence, with regard to its geometrical width,

the incident beam may effectively be considered a mathematical

line. However, with regard rzo its divergence the beam must still

be thought of as being divergent enough to excite coherently the

complete dispersion surface.

In the splitter S the beam is spread out over the full range 29

of the Borrmann fan, so that the beams 0 und H behind S become

2t sin 9 wide {Fig. 9) . The amplitude distributions in beasts O

and H are approximately proportional (Bonse & Graeff, 1977) to

the Fourier transforms of \ <01j10> and of
j=1,2

\ <OIjlH>, respectively. Consequently, as is indicated in
j-1f2

Fig. 9, the intensity distributions in beams 0 and H oscillate

rapidly across the beams. Note that the H-beam distribution is

symmetric about the center of the fan whereas the 0-beam distri-

bution is not. The beam spreading is continued in crystals M and

A. Fig. 10 illustrates the beam widening effect through the com-

plete LLL interferometer for the special "ideal" geometry:

*M1 "

a = 1
"M2 at

7II _ I

zA - zs

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Fig. 9 Spatial intensity distributions behind a single diffrac-

ting plate with sphericalvaves. With a narrow incident

beam the intensity is smeared over a width of 2t sin 9.

Cll M
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Within the Borrmann fans 4 additional energy flow directions

have been drawn in or to indicate very roughly the energy

distributions resulting over the varions beam cross sections.

However when interpreting these distributions one should keep

in mind that ii principle oscillatory profiles of the kind

shown in Fig. 9 are generated at every crystal. More rigorously

the profiles in the outgoing beams are found as convolutions

of single plate Fourier-transforms of combinations of trans-

mission factors <mljln> obtained at crystals S, M, and A.

We see from Fig. 10 that the intensity originally concentrated

within the narrow incident beam is finally spread out over a

beam cross section 6 t sin 0 wide. However most of the inten-

sity is found in the center third of each beam, as may also be

concluded from the following simple argument:

At the exit surface of M part of the beam incident on S is

focussed so that we may interpret the intensity profiles in

beams 0 and H of Fig. 10 as the superposition of Pendellosungs-

oszillations of crystal plates with thickness t and 3t. Since

the number of rays contributing to the inner part 2t sin 9 is

three times larger than those spreading over the full width

6t sin 0, the intensity ratio between inner and outer parts is

roxighly 9:1.

Calculated and measured beam profiles (Bauspiess, Bonse &

Graeff, 1976) confirm this conclusion, as shown in Fig. 11.

At the top the 0 profile calculated with t = 10A0 is shown.

The profile has, apart from the fine oscillations, two major

peaks both occuring whithin the center third of the cross sec-

tion. The measured profile below corresponds very nicely with

the calculations. In addition, beam I and II were measured

separately, each with the other beam blocked off (bottom and

top, respectively). In the overlap region of I and II the in-

- 16 -
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Fig. 10 Beam widening effect in t = tg = tM1 = tM2 = t & i n t e r.

ferometer.



Fig. 11 Qualitative comparison of calculated (t , O-beam only)

and measured t = 62A Q beam profiles; tg = t M = t A =

4mm; X=2X; Si 220 reflection. The interferometer is not

drawn to scale. Top path II only, bottom path I only, center

overlap of I and II. See text.
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tensity gain by constructive interference is clearly visible.

On the other hand, the measured H beam displays considerably

different beam profiles in I and II making it thus less

favourable for interferometry. The essential cause of this

deficiency is the asymmetry of transition factor combinations

between path I and path II, occuring for the H-beam which may

be understood from eq. (8) by setting m = 0 and n = H. Or the

other hand, there is symmetry with respect to I and II of eq.

(8) for the outgoing O-beam, i.e. m -• 0 and n = 0, provided

equations (11) and (12) hold (the validity of (13) is not

necessary). As a consequence, even with ideal geometry the

interference contrast y of the H-beam defined as

* —

is never much higher than 0.5, whereas for the b-beam it is 1

(see below).

3.3 Geometrical Tolerances, Influence of Defocussinq,

Interference Contrast

We assume all crystals to be strictly perfect and completely

parallel oriented. Also, for sake of simplicity we assume the

net planes to be normal to the plate surfaces. With an incident ;

• plane wave, for optimum performance geometrical conditions need :

be applied solely to the thickness of S, M, and A: to distribute :_

the incident wave evenly into forward and diffracted beam, S

and A should have a thickness of (m±1/4)Ae, where A is again jj

the extinction length given above (m may be different for S and .!

A). On the other hand, M can be made totally reflecting by ma- i

king tM = (m±1/2)Aa. It should be kept inmind, however, that

&e and hence the conditions depent on X. e.g. at X = 0.1& Ae= 1.3mm.

With m = 1 we obtain tg = tA = 1.6mm and tM = 1.9mm.

No other important geometrical requirements exist in the plane

wave case. In particular the distances Z*, Z?1, zj, Z* (Fig. 10)
t\ A o S

and equ. (14) are not critical. In the empty interferometer, there

- 17 -
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would always be a wide field of view with homogeneous phase..

The fringe contrast Y also in the H-beam would be one.

With spherical waves "focussing conditions" of the kind given

by equ. (11)to (14) have to be fulfilled in order to maintain

maximum y. Another ideal geometry is obtained if a = 2 in equ.

(12), Fig. 12. In this case there are two focussing points in

the centers of

beam.
—

and one in the middle of the outgoing

The intensity profile can be considered as a superposition of

Borrmann fans of crystal plates with thickness 4t, 2t, and zero.

The dependence of y for the O-beam of an interferometer with

t = t = t = t. = 0.6mm on deviations from ideal geometries iss m A
shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and Fig. 15.

It is found that the contrast Y depends on different kinds of

geometrical aberrations from the ideal geometry in a somewhat

different way. The obvious aberration is Az, illustrated by

Fig. 13: rays originating from a common point on the exit sur-

face of S no longer meet again on the entrance surface of A

but at a distance Az ("defocuss") in front of it. Another

aberration is At =ftA~ tgl or still another At
1 = ltMi""tM2I"

Contrast calculations for the 0-beam assuming t=t ̂ tj^t.* 0.6mm

are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.

Curve (T* in Fig. 14 depicts y(Az) if At = 0 is maintained:

Y decreases monotonously and reaches y=0.1 at Az = 30ym. If

however Az = I At I is maintained e.g. if simply t.̂ rt because

of incorrect positions of the inner surface of S and/or A, then

Y=0 at Az *22um but increases again for larger A2 (curve

in Fig. 14). Obviously a partial compensation of the pure

defocussing (type (?) ) occurs.

- 18 -
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Fig. 12 t-2t-t interferometer. Note focussing in the center of M1,

M2 and in the exit beam calculated with t=15.1.A .
o



Fig. 13 Definition of the dsfocussing AZ, see text.

1 i
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Fig. 14 Contrast Y in the O-beam, calculated for zero absorption

<.r AZ==O but tA = ts, T. AZ=ltA-tsl/ see text.

IX i.
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Fig. 15 as Pig. 14, but Y as function of Afc= ltu,-t.,-l
t Ml M2

@ AZ = 0, T. AZ=At/2, see text.
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Curve (3) (Fig. 15) gives y (At) with Az kept zero. Type (5)has

the steepest decrease of y for low At values but increases again

for larger values.

The last type of deviation calculated in curve <J) (Fig. 15)

aussumes a difference between MT and Mj-, causing a defocus

Az=1/2 At'= [ta-\"tK2^2' A s exPected» because of the factor

1/2, the influence on y is less comparad to other types.

It appeares worth mentioning that with increasing absorption

the loss of contrast is generally less (Bonse & Graeff, 1977).

Roughly speaking the effect of absorption is to make a spherical

wave more planar because wave components propagating parallel

to the Bragg planes are less absorbed than the rest. This is one

of the reasons why with X-rays it is generally easier to secure

good contrast of interference fringes.

4. Measurement of Coherent Scattering Lengths bc

The LLL-interferometer is well suited to measure b for neutrons.

A number of different sample arrangements are shown in Fig. 2a/

b and Fig. 3 using parallel-sided specimens which are rotated

about axes normal to the plane of rays or a pair of equal wedges

which is translated (Bonse & HellkQtter, 1969). Which technique

is used depends on the shape of available samples as well as on

the X-range in which b c is to be measured. With fluid samples

parallelsided vessels of Vanadium are very suited since bc of

Vanadium is very small. For gas measurements (Kaiser, Rauch, Bau-

spiess & Bonse,1977) parallelsided Al vessels have been used.

With gasses it is convenient to /ary the pressure rather than

rotate the vessel.

So far interferometric bc measurements have been performed on

the gasses H2, D2, N2, 02,
 3He, 4He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe. b of the

- 19 -
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vi
-,V| following solids have been measured (Bauspiess, Bonse & Rauch,

i\ 1978): Al, Mg, Sn, V, Zn, Bi, Nb and Sn. Results are presented

l\ in the contributions by W. Bauspiess and by H. Rauch.

Roughly speaking the attainable precision of measurement is

with solid samples near some 10** , with gases near some 10 .

It appears that the sample definition (composition, homogeneity)

is frequently the limiting factor rather than the measuring

technique itself.

b^ may be measured also for deviated scattering if a diffracting

sample (perfect crystal) is used (Graeff, Bauspiess, Bonse & Rauch,

1978).

5. Neutron Phase Topography

In phase topography an image is formed of the locally varying

phase shift by an inhomogenous sample. With neutrons variations

not only of scattering length b_ but also of magnetization can

be of interest for the investigation of stuctures in solids. Be-

cause of the generally low absorption of thermal neutrons the

method is not - as in the X-ray case - limited to thin samples.

Investigations of phase transformations, of precipitates, or of

magnetic domain structure with neutron phase topography appear

to be worth while trying.

As a first example Fig. 16a shows the neutron phase topograph

(Bauspiess, Bonse, Graeff, Schlenker & Rauch, 1978) of an

Aluminium coin with thickness structures of the order 1/2t^,

where t^ is the X-thickness (about 165um for Al). The inter-

ferometer was especially made to meet the requirements essential

in phase topography. To accomodate easily also larger samples

without engaging simultaneously in both interfering beams a

skewsymmetric LLL-version was cloosen with dimensions and

crystallographic orientation as shown in Fig. 17. The hatched

region in the center is cut out about 5nnn lower in order to

- 20 -
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1cm

(b)

Fig. 16 (a) Neutron phase topograph of an aluminium coin taken with

the interferometer of Pig. 17. The coin has thickness

variations of the order of 1/2t.. Gd-foil technique,

exposure tima ca. 40 hrs.

X=1.8&; the contrast is mainly "area" contrast, see text.

(b) as (a) but the other interfering beam is blocked off

with Cd-foil. The contrast is "contour" contrast occuring

only at the edges of the script characters, see te:ct
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allow free manipulation of the sample without the danger of

touching the base of the interferometer or the mirror wafers

M_ and M-j. The sample and film positions within the respective

beams are indicated in Fig. 17.

As is seen/ the method yields very good contrast. Regarding the

nature of the contrast, there appear to be two different kinds.

One kind of contrast, which we call "area contrast" is directly

caused by the thickness difference between the areas in the

topograph belonging to the script characters and those belonging

to the background. The other kind, which we call "contour contrast"

occurs typically at the edges of the characters, i.e. where there

are steps on the surface. The contour contrast is becoming parti-

cularly distinct when the interfering beam not containing the

sample is blocked off, i.e. when the area contrast is absent as

shown in Fig. 16b. The contour contrast is assumend to arise

from a relative phase shift introduced between different portions

of the coherent Borrmann fan between the crystal wavers N.-- and

A when a surface step lies whithin the range of this fan. Crystals

M T I and A represent a two wafer LL-interferometer similar to that

mentioned by Kikuta, Ishikawa, Kohra a Hishino (1975).

It is obvious that in phase topography the obtainable image quality

is strongly dependent on the beam widening (2t sin e) and side

inverting mechanisms necessarily taking place in the Borrmann

fans at zero absorption within the crystals. One measure to keep

this image bluning effect small is to manufacture the wafers as

thin as possible. The interferometer used in taking the topographs

of Fig. 16a and 16b had a wafer thickness of about 600um. It is

felt that a thickness of 300ym could possible be attained with

wafers about 20mm high. With lower wafers the limit which can

be reached by conventinal techniques appears to be near 150 to

200yiB. At 0=30°, 14.5°, 5.7° the blurring is t; 0.5t, 0.1t,

respectively hence unless G values considerably below 30° are

used the blurring will be of the order of the wafer thickness.
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Fig. 17 Interferometer for neutron phase topography: \=2&, si 220

reflection. Wafer thickness = 0.6mm, wafer height 20mm,

base thickness = 20mm. The hatched area is cut out 4mm

lower to allow free manipulation of the sample; sample

and film position for topograph Fig. 16 (a) shown;

dashed lines refer to the condition under which topograph

16 (b) was taken, see text.
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On the other hand, the spacial resolution of photographic neu-

tron recording is that of fast or medium fast X-ray film, e.g.

50 to 10pm, which gives about the same limit as the geometrical

image blurring with a very thin wafer interferometer.

Onother 5.mage diffusion is caused if a wavelength range AX is

used, as illustrated in Fig. 18. There are hower geometries for

which a X-focussing can be accomplished. For instance, the image

on film 1 in Fig. 18 a is X-focussed whereas the one on film 2

will be X-blurred. For best focussing the combined effects of

Borrmann fan widening and of A-defocussing have to be considered.

Finally a strain-induced built-in pattern of the empty inter-

ferometer can deteriorate the phase topograph. Bauspiess, Bonse,

Graeff, Schlenker & Rauch (1978)demonstrated the possibility to

compensate most of the built-in pattern with a suitably molded

phase-plate. An effect, in taking Fig. 17a such a phase plate

was succes fully employed.

6. Phase-Disturbances

As with X-rays one main cause of irregular phase relationships

and thus incoherence are crystal imperfections. However with

neutrons, since usually larger crystals are necessary and also

because the reflection range is roughly only half as wide as with

X-rays the required crystal perfection is higher.

Another source of incoherence {which however is absent with X-

rays) is the phase sensitivity to j^gid^bodv, displacements of

the interferometer as a whole. The reason is that while X-rays

travel with light velocity c thermal neutrons are fairly slow,

e.g. 2x10 ms~ at 2& wavelength, so that during their flight

time through the interferometer of a few microseconds they

"experience" the Bragg planes of S, M, and A shifted even at

moderate speeds of the interferometer. The phase shift introduced

- 22 -
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Fig. 18 A-focussing for obtaining sharp images with a range AX

of wavelength, see text.
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%

with every reflection by a crystal displacement u can be

shown to be 2iru«g, where g is the diffraction vector. With

the silicon 220 reflection 2r phase shift is caused by less

than 28 displacement. Consequently a displacement velocity

of 28/5ps = 40yms can reduce the interference contrast.

Therefore, in neutron interferdmetry fairly good vibration

protection is necessary even with monolithic interferometers.

From a somewhat more rigorous treatment (Bauspiessj 1977) it

follows that in addition to displacement (static) phase shifts

also Doppler (dynamic) phase shift have to be accouted for.
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